Introduction {#S0001}
============

Many types of research suggested that men with clinically significant prostate cancer (CS-Pca) (Gleason score 3+4 or higher) need to be treated immediately, while those men with low-risk prostate cancer (L-Pca) can be selected to receive active surveillance (AS).[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0004] At present, Pca diagnosis relies mainly on traditional detection measures, such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA), digital rectal examination (DRE) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). For men at risk of Pca, a systematic trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy is a most common way to obtain the pathology for a definite diagnosis. Unfortunately, these traditional tests performed imperfectly in the diagnosis of Pca, especially in that of intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer (IH-Pca), which resulted in a considerable number of unnecessary biopsies and overtreatment for men with normal or L-Pca (N-LPca).[@CIT0005]

With the widespread use of traditional tests, we have noted that more and more men are undergoing unnecessary biopsies, and lots of men with L-Pca are founded.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007] It is well known that L-Pca does not usually become a clinically relevant event in short periods of time when left untreated. Therefore, the diagnosis and subsequent treatment of L-Pca can also be called overdiagnosis and overtreatment.[@CIT0005] In brief, men with L-Pca do not need to be discovered in time, while those with IH-Pca, in contrary, should be taken seriously.

Previous studies have found that prostate imaging reporting and data system version 2 (PI-RADS v2) is an excellent measure to predict the probability of Pca and has better performance in identifying patients with CS-Pca.[@CIT0008] In addition, nomogram described in 1908 is an another way to predict the probability of Pca, with better performance than PSA and MRI in detecting indolent Pca and L-Pca.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010] Nomogram is constituted by three parts, including the points of each risk, total points and risk probability. However, it is inconvenient to adopt nomogram in outpatient, and you might need to use a calculator or computer program to obtain the probability of risks. In view of this, our research is attempting to develop a new PI-RADS-based approach featuring higher predictive capability and more convenient use.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

Patients {#S0002-S2001}
--------

Patients with abnormal findings on PSA, DRE or MRI were definitely diagnosed by TRUS-guided 12+X-core prostate biopsy in our institute between January 2015 and June 2018 (n=1,235). We collected the clinical data and retrospectively analyzed the relationship between the risks and IH-Pca. Previous studies reported by Presti were referred to for the steps and locations of biopsy.[@CIT0011] Pathological results were obtained by TRUS-guided biopsy, and part of the results was corrected by the pathology of radical prostatectomy (RP) for men undergoing RP at our center. In addition, we also collected the data from our database for men who underwent RP between July 2018 and December 2018 to validate our new predictor (n=96). The eighth edition of the TNM staging classification for prostate cancer was used to assign the clinical stage based on the multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (MP-MRI), DRE and pathology. People with insufficient data were eventually excluded as follows (n=157): MRI (n=91), free-PSA (n=42), and the vague pathology (n=24). A total of 1,078 evaluable patients were involved in establishing the new predictor and 96 patients were used to validate the performance of a new predictor.

This study was approved by Ethics Committees Regarding Human Research of the First Affiliated Hospital of Anhui Medical University (Approved ID: PJ-20170906). All experiments were in compliance with relevant guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. The data involved in this research was retrospectively collected from hospital electronic system and did not include the use of tissue samples and other samples, and the study did not include any personal information or privacy. For these reasons, it was not applicable to the informed consent of study participators, which was also exempted by the Ethics Committee.

Risks collection and exclusion {#S0002-S2002}
------------------------------

Pca risks were recommended by the Guidance on Diagnosis and Treatment of Urology of Chinese, including age, PSA, PSA density (PSAD), fPSA, %fPSA, prostate volume (PV), DRE and MP-MRI. In addition, the valuable indicators that were previously reported by others were also collected, such as neutrophil, platelets, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and body mass index (BMI).[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013]

Univariate analysis was first used to filtrate indicators in order to obtain the independent risk factors of Pca. Next, multivariate stepwise regression analysis was employed to determine which factors are the independent risk factors for Pca in the model-building set. Finally, the satisfactory indicators were used to develop the models.

Development of nomogram and new predictor {#S0002-S2003}
-----------------------------------------

R package version 3.0 (<https://www.r-project.org>) was adopted to build the nomogram relying on the satisfactory indicators. Then, total points and corresponding risk probability of Pca were calculated and utilized to predict the IH-Pca.

For new predictor, the values of all indicators were standardized by logarithmic transformation. Then, logistic regression was used to calculate the equation coefficients and OR, which were regarded as the weight coefficient of each indicator in the model. We used logistic regression to convert all indicators into the probability of predicting Pca. All indicators were divided into four groups: 1) unlikely to have Pca (PI-RADS 1 and 2 points); 2) equivocally (PI-RADS 3 points); 3) likely (PI-RADS 4 points) and 4) highly likely (PI-RADS 5 points). The four groups scored differently depending on the possibility of Pca (0 to 3, unlikely to highly likely). We calculated the probability of PI-RADS in the above four groups, and 95% CI of mean for other indicators that have the same probability interval with PI-RADS was calculated and the upper bound of 95% CI was regarded as the boundary among groups.

The threshold of 0-score group is the normal value of each indicator. In addition, for the age grouping, the normal group was aged 50 or below, which was recommended by Chinese Urological Guidelines. PSA grouping not only relied on the mean and 95% CI but also referenced the D'Amico risk group classification: low risk (\<10 ng/mL), moderate risk (10-20 ng/mL) and high risk (\>20 ng/mL),[@CIT0014] and we appropriately regulated the threshold of high risk to 26 ng/mL based on our data. Finally, according to the weight coefficient, the total score (TS) of new predictor for each patient is the sum of the product of each indicator's score with the weight coefficient, and TS was performed to predict the Pca or IH-Pca.

Category and thresholds {#S0002-S2004}
-----------------------

According to the D'Amico risk classification, the criteria of L-Pca are as follows: 1) PSA \<10 ng/mL; 2) Gleason score \<7 and 3) clinical stage \< T2b. Men with Pca who do not simultaneously meet the above conditions are regarded as having IH-PCa. The criteria of Prostate Cancer Research International Active Surveillance (PRIAS) are as follows: 1) PSA ≤10 ng/mL; 2) Gleason score \<7; 3) clinical stage ≤ T2c; 4) 1 or 2 cores with Pca and 5) PSAD ≤0.2 ng/mL^2^. The criteria of significant prostate cancer are as follows: 1) tumor volume \>0.5 mL; 2) extracapsular extension (ECE); 3) seminal vesicle invasions (SVI) and 4) Gleason score ≥7.

All people were divided into two groups based on the pathology of biopsy and RP: IH-Pca and non-IH-Pca (normal or L-Pca). Besides, the cohort was also divided into the other two groups depending on the thresholds for predicting IH-Pca: negative test group and positive test group. The thresholds of a positive test are as follows: PSA\>10 ng/mL, PI-RADS \>2 points, PSAD\>0. 15 ng/mLl^2^, nomogram risk \>0.40 and TS\>13.

Statistical analysis {#S0002-S2005}
--------------------

Univariate analysis and multivariate stepwise regression analysis were used to filter indicators. To compare the performance of detecting Pca, we calculated the Youden's index, positive predictive value (PPV) and overall accuracy relying on the thresholds. PSA, PI-RADS, nomogram and TS as diagnostic methods were assessed in terms of the ability of predicting Pca and IH-Pca before biopsy by ROC curves and decision curve analysis (DCA) generated by Vickers.[@CIT0015] The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated and compared by Z test. The maximal point of the sum of sensitivity and specificity determined the optimal threshold. The net reclassification index (NRI) was calculated and tested by Z-test, which could reveal the performance in correctly reclassifying the patients. Calibration curves were utilized to show the extent of over- or underestimation of the predictive methods. Besides, we used the calibration with 1,000 bootstrap samples to decrease the overfit bias. Statistical significance was considered at *P*\<0. 05. The statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 23.0 and package R version 3.0. (<https://www.r-project.org>).

Results {#S0003}
=======

Patient demographics {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------

In general, this study involved 1,078 patients, including 544 men with Pca (51%), 534 men without Pca (49%), 438 men with IH-Pca (41%) and 640 men with N-LPca (59%). The incidence of Pca and IH-Pca was rising with the age, PSA, PI-RADS, nomogram and TS increasing, which were detailed in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. Besides, we collected the data from our database for men that underwent RP to validate the new predictor and nomogram in predicting IH-Pca (n=96), including 19 patients with L-Pca and 77 patients with IH-Pca. The distribution of demographics and biopsy cores in different Gleason score, clinical stage and D'Amico risk is shown in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. Men with IH-Pca can be definitely diagnosed with fewer biopsy cores and more positive cores. The biopsy cores for mean in all patients, normal patients and patients with Pca were 12.15, 12.38 and 11.92, respectively, [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}.Table 1The clinical characteristics, demographics and pathological findings of all menCharacteristicTraining cohort (N=1,078)Validation cohort (N=96)TotalN-LPcaIH-Pca*P*-valueL-PcaIH-Pcan=640n=438n=19n=77**Mean(SD)**Total score13.24 (4.29)10.52 (3.32)16.13 (3.11)\<0.0113.67 (1.53)17.18 (2.6)Nomogram risk0.41 (0.32)0.2 (0.2)0.63 (0.28)\<0.010.44 (0.19)0.72 (0.24)Age, years68.90 (8.28)67.06 (8.26)70.91 (7.84)\<0.0172.33 (8.51)71.9 (7.23)tPSA level, ng/mL30.95 (30.90)17.24 (17.68)45.88 (35.04)\<0.017.32 (2.68)53.91 (36.23)fPSA, ng/mL6.59 (11.49)3.36 (6.57)10.1 (14.33)\<0.010.89 (0.17)13.81 (16.63)%fPSA0.22 (1.52)0.17 (0.13)0.27 (2.2)0.290.13 (0.05)0.37 (1.61)PSAD, ng/mL/mL0.74 (0.90)0.39 (0.5)1.11 (1.07)\<0.010.22 (0.11)1.32 (1.37)PV, mL53.87 (36.22)57.79 (35.77)49.66 (36.21)0.00334.86 (6.16)47.81 (30.73)Erythrocyte4.46 (0.59)4.52 (0.56)4.39 (0.62)0.0024.41 (0.28)4.36 (0.66)Platelets196.48 (65.02)200.5 (68.59)192.03 (60.6)0.073155.67 (28.57)188.87 (66.01)Neutrophil4.06 (3.41)4.07 (1.78)4.04 (4.59)0.8863.15 (0.88)3.9 (1.34)Lymphocyte1.73 (2.3)1.67 (0.73)1.79 (3.25)0.4831.54 (0.13)1.53 (0.55)NLR2.88 (2.58)2.86 (2.18)2.91 (2.96)0.7762.08 (0.71)2.89 (1.6)BMI23.35 (3.37)23.48 (3.07)23.22 (3.66)0.28322.43 (2.95)22.89 (3.23)N (%)DRENormal604 (56)502 (83)102 (17)\<0.0111 (58)8 (42)Abnormal323 (30)65 (20)258 (80)\<0.018 (11)64 (89)Unclear151 (14)73 (48)78 (52)\<0.0103 (100)PI-RADS V21--2224 (21)211 (94)13 (6)\<0.012 (40)3 (60)3331(30)249 (75)82 (25)\<0.015 (23)13 (72)4306 (29)146 (47)160 (63)\<0.019 (17)39 (83)5217 (20)34 (16)183 (84)\<0.013 (12)22 (88)[^1] Table 2Distribution of demographics and biopsy cores in different Gleason score, clinical stage and D'Amico riskCharacteristicNumber of patients (%)Mean (SD)Biopsy coresPositive coresTotal107812.15 (1.31)3.39 (4.25)N-Pca534 (49)12.38 (0.87)-Pca544 (51)11.92 (1.60)6.59 (3.75)Gleason score≤6107 (20)12.40 (0.66)3.2 (2.46)7160 (29)12.01 (1.57)5.91 (3.47)≥8277 (51)11.69 (1.82)8.26 (3.30)Clinical stage≤T2a146 (27)12.25 (1.25)2.18 (1.57)T2b155 (29)11.43 (2.22)5.41 (1.65)≥T2c243 (44)12.03 (1.21)9.98 (2.05)D'Amico riskLow28 (5)12.25 (0.75)2.36 (1.93)Intermediate113 (21)12.50 (0.94)4.10 (2.81)High403 (74)11.73 (1.75)7.58 (3.55)[^2]

Data collection and analysis {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------------

The risks of Pca were collected, including age, PSA, PSAD, PV, fPSA, f/tPSA, DRE, PI-RADS, erythrocyte, neutrophil, NLR, lymphocyte, platelets and BMI. Then, f/t PSA (*P*=0.29), neutrophil (*P*=0.89), lymphocyte (*P*=0.48), NLR (*P*=0.78) and BMI (*P*=0.28) were excluded in univariate analysis, and fPSA (*P*=0.09), DRE (*P*=0.15), erythrocyte (*P*=0.23) and platelets (*P*=0.32) were excluded from the models in multivariate analysis. Finally, age, tPSA, PSAD, PV and PI-RADS (*P*\<0.05) were entered into the models by univariate analysis and further multivariate analysis.

Nomogram and a new predictor (TS) {#S0003-S2003}
---------------------------------

Nomogram that consisted of age, tPSA, PSAD, PV and PI-RADS was built, and the risk probabilities were calculated by R package, [Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. The grouping and thresholds of a new predictor are shown in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Based on the equation coefficient and OR (Exp (B)), the ratio of the weight coefficient of age, PSA, PSAD, PV and PI-RADS was 1: 1: 1: 1: 3, respectively. So, PI-RADS scored 3 times as many as other risks. The probability of PI-RADS including PI-RADS 1 and 2 points (normal), 3 points (equivocally), 4 points (likely) and 5 points (highly likely), respectively, was ≤15%,15--40%, 40--65% and \>65%, and the mean and the 95% CI in the above four probability intervals were calculated ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). Each patient can get a TS ranging from 0 to 21 points. For IH-Pca, the screening threshold of TS was 14 points or higher ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}) and the threshold of nomogram was 0.40 or higher ([Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3The regression probability of PI-RADS in predicting Pca and the upper bound of 95% CI for mean under the regression probability of PI-RADSIndicators0 point1 point2 points3 pointsUnlikely (normal)EquivocallyLikelyHighly likelyPI-RADS v21--2345Regression probability≤0.150.15--0.400.40--0.65\>0.65Grouping boundaryMain indicatorsPSA (ng/mL)0--44--1010--26\>26PSAD (ng/mL^2^)≤0.150.16--0.200.20--0.60\>0.60PI-RADS\*1--2345Auxiliary indicatorsAge (years)\<5050--5859--70\>70PV (mL)\>454232--45442--232\<42[^3][^4] Figure 1The thresholds for predicting Pca and IH-Pca and the updated nomogram. (**A**) The new predictor and screening thresholds. (**B**) The updated nomogram.**Abbreviations**: Pca, prostate cancer; IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PSAD, PSA density; PV, prostate volume; PI-RADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system.

Comparison between TS and nomogram {#S0003-S2004}
----------------------------------

TS achieved the AUC of 0.88, which was comparable to nomogram (AUC: 0.87), *P*=0.55, and both of them were higher than the PSA and PI-RADS (AUCs: 0.79 and 0.80, respectively), *P*\<0.01 ([Tables 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). There was no difference between TS and nomogram on the DCA, [Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. In addition, we also calculated the NRI, OR, PPV and overall accuracy to compare the performance of prediction between TS and nomogram, and the above results all suggested that the ability of TS in distinguishing the IH-Pca was similar to that of nomogram but outperformed the PSA and PI-RADS, [Tables 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Performance of PSA, PI-RADS, nomogram and TS in predicting the IH-PcaEvaluation indexesPSAPI-RADSNomogramTSYouden's index0.320.450.560.57Likelihood ratio170.97285.36388.13398.75PPV, %59647071OR (95%CI)7.82 (5.50--11.12)14.42\
(9.89--21.02)16.19\
(11.76--22.30)20.11\
(14.03--28.82)Overall accuracy,%66727778AUC (95%CI) for all cancer0.75\
(0.72--0.78)0.80\
(0.78--0.83)0.87\
(0.85--0.89)0.87\
(0.85--0.89)AUC (95%CI) for GS \>60.77\
(0.74--0.80)0.81\
(0.79--0.84)0.87\
(0.85--0.89)0.88\
(0.85--0.89)AUC (95%CI) for Cs ≥T2b0.79\
(0.76--0.82)0.80\
(0.77--0.83)0.87\
(0.84--0.89)0.87\
(0.85--0.89)[^5] Table 5The value of NRI, OR and AUC of predictive methods in predicting the IH-PcaPredictive methodsCompared to TSLogistic regressionFor IH-PcaNRI %Z value*P*-valueOR (95%CI)*P*-valueAUC (95%CI)*P*-value (compared to TS)PSA24.134.58\<0.0011.01\
(1.00--1.02)0.0240.79\
(0.76--0.82)\<0.001PI-RADS13.196.97\<0.0010.98\
(0.73--1.32)0.910.80\
(0.79--0.84)\<0.001Nomogram1.310.600.5515.68\
(3.43--71.73)\<0.0010.87\
(0.86--0.90)0.89TS\-\--16.87\
(4.25--67.00)\<0.0010.88\
(0.87--0.90)-[^6] Figure 2The predictive performance of different methods. (**A**) The area under the curve (AUC) is used to compare the predictive power in predicting IH-Pca. (**B**) The AUC is performed to show the predictive power in predicting IH-Pca in population with radical prostatectomy. (**C**) The decision curve analysis is showing the predictive power in predicting IH-Pca. (**D**) The AUC is utilized to illustrate the performance of predicting significant Pca in cohort with radical prostatectomy. (**E**) Using AUC is to show the ability in forecasting the men following the criteria of PRIAS.**Abbreviations:** Pca, prostate cancer; IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca; PRIAS, Prostate Cancer Research International Active Surveillance.

In terms of reducing unnecessary biopsies and overtreatment for L-Pca, TS was better than nomogram, let alone for PSA and PI-RADS. For N-LPca men with negative test on TS, their positive tests on nomogram, PSA and PI-RADS accounted for 38%, 71% and 60%, respectively ([Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), which suggested that TS can prevent these men from biopsy. Besides, the distribution of men with N-LPca under the different screening methods was revealed by scatter diagram ([Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) and the distribution of TS and nomogram risk in the different groups of D'Amico risks was shown by box plot ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3The distribution of men with N-LPca and with IH-Pca in the different screening methods. (**A**) The distribution of TS for men with N-LPca or with IH-Pca in positive tests of nomogram, PSA and PI-RADS. (**B**) The distribution of TS groups in different screening methods for men with N-LPca.**Abbreviations:** N-LPca, normal men or low-risk prostate cancer; IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca;TS, total score; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PI-RADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system.Figure 4The value and mean of total scores and nomogram. (**A**) The value and mean of total scores in D'Amico risks. (**B**) The value and mean of nomogram in D'Amico risks.

Validation in cohort with RP {#S0003-S2005}
----------------------------

In order to reduce the bias caused by biopsy pathology, we validated the performance of TS and nomogram in predicting Pca and significant Pca for people who underwent RP in our center between January 2015 and June 2018 (n=332), including 221 men (66%) with significant Pca and 111 men (34%) with insignificant Pca. We found that TS was slightly better than nomogram in predicting the significant Pca (AUCs: 0.73 vs 0.70) and in predicting IH-Pca (AUCs: 0.88 vs 0.87), [Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, and the overall accuracy of TS and nomogram were 85.1% and 83.8%, respectively. Besides, we used a validation cohort (n=96) to show the performance of a new predictor and nomogram in predicting IH-Pca. We also obtained excellent results, with AUC of 0.86 and 0.85, respectively, and with an overall accuracy of 82.1% and 82.3% respectively.

In addition, we also evaluated the ability of TS and nomogram in selecting eligible men for AS by another criterion of PRIAS. Men who were normal or met the criteria of PRIAS were regarded eligible for AS. The results indicated that TS was comparable to nomogram with AUC of 0.88 and 0.87, respectively ([Figure 2E](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}), and the overall accuracy of TS and nomogram was 78.9% and 78.4%, respectively. Both were better than PSA (59%) and PI-RADS (67%).

Calibration {#S0003-S2006}
-----------

Calibration curves were used to illustrate the predicted consistency between actual risks and predictive risks, [Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}. From each calibration plot, we can know that TS and nomogram had the advantage of high goodness of fit. In other words, predictive risks of TS and nomogram were closely linked to the actual risks.Figure 5Calibration curves for the prediction models. (**A**) Total scores. (**B**) Nomogram. (**C**) PSA and (**D**) PI-RADS.**Abbreviations**: PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PI-RADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

At present, the consensus on Pca was early detection and treatment,[@CIT0006] which contributed to the more favorable prognosis. Therefore, widespread PSA screening was utilized to detect Pca in order to find Pca in time. Consequently, more and more men were undergoing unnecessary biopsies.[@CIT0005] Many studies have shown that L-Pca would not influence the lifetime and could be followed by AS rather than be treated immediately.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] If there is a predictive method that can identify L-Pca before biopsy, these men with L-Pca can avoid biopsy, and thus be relieved from the burden of economy and psychology. For men with IH-Pca, they should be diagnosed and treated as early as possible. Therefore, it is time to find out a way to identify L-Pca and IH-Pca. The new predictor has pretty decent ability in identifying IH-Pca and reducing overdiagnosis for normal and L-Pca men as well.

Nomogram was first described in 1908, and there were lots of studies about the performance of nomogram in predicting Pca.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010],[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0019] All these research had a common conclusion that nomogram outperforms any single predictor in forecasting Pca, such as PSA, PSAD, PI-RADS and so on. Besides, using nomogram to predict indolent Pca and CS-Pca was previously reported.[@CIT0010],[@CIT0015] From these research, we believe that nomogram has a bright prospect in the diagnosis and making treatment decision for Pca. However, there was no nomogram constituted by age, PSA, PSAD, PV and PI-RADS in predicting IH-Pca for Chinese. Therefore, we used the above risks to establish a new nomogram, which demonstrated satisfying performance.

Apart from nomogram, there were other predicting tools for Pca detection, such as the European Randomized Study for Screening of Prostate Cancer Risk Calculator, Korean Prostate Cancer Risk Calculator, Indonesian Prostate Cancer Risk Calculator and Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial Risk Calculator. These tools mainly consisted of age, PSA level, PV, family history, DRE and previous biopsies.[@CIT0020] Chinese Prostate Cancer Consortium Risk Calculator may be more suitable for Chinese,[@CIT0021] which includes risks of age, PSA, %fPSA, PV and DRE. However, none of the above calculators used the latest PI-RADS studies to replace DRE, and the risk of PV was estimated by DRE based. Currently, MRI, in China, has been mainly used for identifying men with abnormal findings on DRE or elevated value of PSA, which is mainly related to its time and economic costs. PI-RADS v2 is based on the probability to predict Pca, including five stages (1 to 5 points). Many studies had suggested that PI-RADS v2 has excellent ability in predicting Pca.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023] So our research included PI-RADS in the updated nomogram and the new predictor, which highlighted the superiority of PI-RADS v2 in IH-Pca prediction and obtained decent values of AUC in forecasting IH-Pca (0.87 and 0.88).

Whether L-Pca men should be treated or not is controversial. As relevant researches go, the opinion that men with L-Pca should be followed by AS instead of being initially treated was accepted by more experts.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] Hayes carried out a comprehensive analysis of AS and initial treatment for L-Pca.[@CIT0004] The results suggested that AS was associated with the greatest quality-adjusted life expectancy (QALE), but individual preferences for receiving AS or treatment were highly related to QALE gains. Therefore, one of the aims of our research is to approximately assess whether suspected Pca men are with L-Pca. If so, we can consult with patients about their preference: undergoing a prostate biopsy to be definitely diagnosed or receiving AS at regular intervals. If we can do that, not only the unnecessary biopsies will be greatly reduced but also patients' decision on treatment plan will be completely respected. In our research, both the new predictor and the updated nomogram have better ability to identify IH-Pca than PSA or PI-RADS alone.

Comparable to the updated nomogram in identifying IH-Pca, the new predictor has several advantages over the updated nomogram. First, the new predictor can reduce unnecessary biopsies for N-LPca men whose test of nomogram is positive, up to 38%. Second, when using the nomogram to assess the probability of IH-Pca, we need to calculate a score for each indicator and add these scor[e]{.ul} to get a TS.Based on the total scores, we obtain the probability of IH-Pca from the nomogram scale. The steps described above have to resort to computer program or scale-plate to calculate, because different values of indicators in the nomogram are corresponding to different scores. On the contrary, the new predictor is used according to the reference range to evaluate the probability of IH-Pca. Users only need to remember the value of boundary. In this sense, it is more convenient to use in the outpatient department.

Finally, our study also has several limitations. First, the study was a retrospective single-center study. Second, some people with PSA located on the gray area (PSA from 4 to 10ng/mL) refused to take further medical plan and preferred to choose follow-up observation, which made the number of these people decrease in the study. Third, although part of the pathological results was obtained from RP, most men with Pca were pathologically identified by TRUS biopsy, which may lead to a decrease in the number of IH-Pca so that the predictive accuracy of models would be underestimated.[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025]

Conclusion {#S0004-S2001}
----------

The new predictor is comparable to the updated nomogram in predicting the IH-Pca, and both are better than PSA and PI-RADS. In addition, the new predictor slightly outperforms nomogram in terms of reducing unnecessary biopsies and being convenient to use. Therefore, this predictor is a promising approach to assisting doctors or patients in making a decision: receiving AS or having a biopsy immediately for men at risk of Pca.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** N-Pca (Pca), non-Pca (prostate cancer); N-LPca, normal men and low-risk Pca; IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca; t(f)PSA, total (free) prostate-specific antigen; %fPSA, the ratio between tPSA and fPSA; PSAD, PSA density; PV, prostate volume; NLR, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio; BMI, body mass index; DRE, digital rectal examination; PI-RADS V2, prostate imaging reporting and data system version 2.

[^2]: **Abbreviation:** N-Pca (Pca), non-Pca (prostate cancer).

[^3]: **Note: \***This variable has 3 times the point of the other variables.

[^4]: **Abbreviations** PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PSAD, PSA density; PV, prostate volume; PI-RADS v2, prostate imaging reporting and data system version.

[^5]: **Abbreviations:** IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PSAD, PSA density; PI-RADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system; TS, total scores; PPV, positive predictive value; AUC, area under the curve; GS, Gleason score; CS, clinical stage.

[^6]: **Abbreviations:** NRI, net reclassification index; TS, total score; IH-Pca, intermediate- and high-risk Pca; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; PSAD, PSA density; PI-RADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system; AUC, area under the curve.
